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Your Guide to Organising the Best French Travel and
Cultural Immersion Experience possible for prices far
lower than other commercial tours and cruises

A little story to begin with...
This is Lesley and Neville’s story: two Francophiles from Australia who
adore travelling in France. Let it be your story too! Read on...

S

ome
years
ago,
when
Neville
and
I
first visited France, we made Paris our only port of call.
We both loved it. The galleries, the bistros, the beautiful boulevards, and a stylish
ambience uniquely French, Paris seemed like a dream destination that couldn’t be bettered.
How limited we were!
It was only on later visits, bristling with Eurail tickets and hire car vouchers, that we discovered
the enormous wealth of things to see and do in rural France, and how fascinating and varied
were its regions. It was like a whole lot of different countries rolled into one.
The wine villages of Burgundy, Brittany’s diverse coastlines, the sparkling waters of the
Mediterranean, the haunting alpine vistas of the Auvergne, the Canal du Midi snaking its
way through the Languedoc and the fairy tale towns floating in the clouds or nestling in the
Massif Central, were just a few of these.
But amongst this dazzling diversity, there were four particular regions that stood out well
above the others: Dordogne, the Loire Valley, Provence and the Basque Pyrenees.
We couldn’t stop thinking about these wonderful places that offered us delights going
beyond anything else in our many travel experiences.
The charming Dordogne, with its rolling green hills, châteaux towering above the surrounding
Chestnut forests, its Medieval Bastide villages, the dramatically beautiful river, and the
amazing variety of cultural, historic, artistic and leisure activities available there puts it
squarely on our list of essential destinations in Europe.
The Loire Valley, often styled the Garden of France, land of the great Châteaux, ancient
abbeys, rugged fortresses staring imperiously over the wandering waterways with pretty
little villages sprinkled along them, is the heart of modern France. Home to poets, artists,
philosophers and Kings, this living tapestry is so rich that, like the fine wine grown there, it is
too tempting to ignore!
But then there’s the Basque-Pyrenees. A favourite of the Empress Eugénie and Napoleon III,
this curious region manages to combine a strange folk culture with stunningly scenes of snowy
mountains framing sweeping beaches and is a traditional stepping stone on the celebrated
pilgrim route to Santiago de Compostella.

But then mesmerizing us in a totally different way we have … Provence.
It’s a mystery. What is so compelling about Provence? The rugged beauty, the vestiges of

Roman architecture, its Impressionist artistic heritage, unique wine and food, lively outdoor
markets, the friendliness of the people who have retained the art of living, the lavender
fields basking in the warm Mediterranean sun, all these conspire to exert an irresistible
appeal. The Romans loved it - they called it Provencia - and Cézanne and Van Gogh fell
under the spell, and we can’t resist it any more than they could.
Yes, these places are wonderful; they bristle with “bucket list”
destinations, but that’s just the problem: there are
almost too many! Which to see? Which to leave out?
And having made your choice, how to organise the
logistics of getting to them without falling into an
exhausted heap? It all seemed too hard!
This is when I - Lesley - had a sort of epiphany! Since we are
planning to go together, why not ask my travelling companion, and newly
retired husband what he suggests?
So Neville and I started getting down and dirty about our Grand
Tour of France. We both realised we were beyond the idea of
the standard “linear” journey starting at one point and moving on
every 1 or 2 nights. It may have suited the young aristocrats of the 18th. Century with
their entourage of servants and fully-staffed estates as way points at which to break the
journey, but Neville’s cantankerous knees and my dodgy feet put paid to that idea.
It was Neville who came up with our cunning plan while cleaning out some of his old work
files. He happened upon a diagram of a networking concept called Star Topology used by
his former company to design workplace computer networking systems.
Before you zone out with nerd alert narcolepsy let me explain it simply.
The network is set up with a series of hubs – with the server or “brainpower” of the
computer at the hub and it sends information to individual workstations radiating out like
the spokes of a wheel.
“The hubs for our trip”, explained Neville excitedly to me, “would be logistically
convenient bases we use to explore a particular region. We find an optimal hub and stay
there for a week or more while we explore that region. Then we move onto the next hub.
It’s a win-win Les!”
It was lovely to see Neville so animated so I’m sure I would
have agreed to it had it been called Gobbledegook, but
the concept did make perfect sense.
Here’s Neville’s diagram>

“But Nev”, said I, “that’s all very impressive but how are we going to select these hubs?”

“You should patent that weapon Les. It’s taken me three weeks of painstaking research!”

“Easy peasy! We just make out our list of places we want to go to in three or four different
groups and pick something in the middle of each group distance-wise as our hub. End of
story.”

I didn’t tell him I had some help from these two Australian boys, Bryan and David, that put
me on the right track. But I wasn’t cheating really because my trusty intuition told me that
their advice was the real thing. I just tweaked it a little, that’s all. A woman’s best friend is
her iPad! Have iPad will travel!!

I didn’t think it could be that simple but I was now so swept away by Neville’s enthusiasm I
decided to see what he came up with. There was no stopping him; he was on a roll!
“It so happens Lesley darling that I haven’t been sitting around the house these past
few weeks doing nothing, I have actually been doing some research on the web and
have made a list of destinations and even drawn up some maps showing where they are.
Take a look at this!”, he cried triumphantly as he unfolded an enormous map of France
splattered with red dots depicting his choices.
“That’s funny. So have I. So that’s what you were doing on your iPad at the other end of the
sofa all those evenings. I thought you were watching YouTube videos like that one about the
magpie and the dog wresting each other around the Hill’s Hoist! So there I was doing the
same thing at my end of the sofa. Great minds thinking alike but not together... I’m busting to
know how your list compares with mine. Show me!”

“I tell you what Lesley”, Neville cut across my reverie, “since these lists are practically
identical we can just merge them with my map and Bob’s Your Uncle!”, he chortled.
“And Fanny’s your Aunt”, I said coming down to earth, “but what about the hubs? Which of
these places could count as a hub?”, I said looking at the long list and dots all over the map.
“Mmmm. Good point. Well I guess that the first thing about a hub is that it must be located
so we can actually get to our destinations easily each day - and back of course - then we
wouldn’t want the hub itself to be dull in case we weren’t going out that day. Then, even if
we know what place should be a hub, we want a suitable home base - let’s call it a ‘hubbyhouse!”
“Very funny Neville. But you’re right and what’s more, I have already solved that too!”

“Not so fast honey-bunch. Where’s your map?”

“You little treasure. Spit it out then,”

“Now Nev, you know I’m no good at geography; actually I’m not even 100% sure of where
France is if you want to know the truth. But I did get a really good list together by reading all
about each place that caught my eye and then I used my secret weapon. I call it my weapon
of mass instruction”

I then had to confess about my secret discovery of the two “French Cottages” boys.
Their choice of hubs were so good that they had set up their own fully equipped houses in
each one just for people like us. Without going into the nitty-gritty details right now, suffice
to say Neville was convinced and so we put together our plan of attack, booking those of
the recommended “hubby houses” that my trusty intuition told me would be right alongside
practical things like how big the houses were, did they have proper kitchens, parking etc. I
won’t go into those mundane matters but since they are important you can read the details
further on in this little pamphlet But I must say now after the event that every one of them
surpassed our expectations and nothing we needed was missing.

“What is this famous weapon then?”, he replied drily looking at me askance.
“Women’s intuition!”
“Oh for Heaven’s sake Les, that went out with the Ark”
“So you say, but show me your list and we’ll see.”
Anyway, to make a long story short, I laid out my list and Nev his humongous map with
annotations all over it and you won’t believe what we saw next: we had chosen practically
the same list of “must -sees/must-dos”! It was creepy.
“I have to admit Lesley,” said Nev with a new look of surprised respect at my intuition-based
ratings, “there’s something in your secret weapon I can’t deny. You’ve chosen really well.
How long did it take you?”
“Oh about two days on and off.”

We stayed in the four regions mentioned above in four different cottages, two weeks in each
one to give us time to really settle in and enjoy our little excursions. The accommodation was
outstanding. Bryan and David give so much attention to detail it made life and changeover day
really simple. All cottages were definitely in living villages and very, very well equipped.
We could walk to everything as they were right ‘inside the walls’ so to speak. We only used
the car for day trips. We are planning a return trip sometime soon because we didn’t really
see half of what was on offer: our ‘bucket list’ only got half emptied!
I can really recommend the itinerary we put together, but of course you may have your own
ideas and variations. To get you started I am quite happy to show you ours; here it is!
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Pyrenees Basque
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As I promised, here are some more modest plans to fit
your schedule if you can’t manage all 4 regions. These are
only ideas of course; you can mix and match and edit how
you please.

Paris

$

1930 (from)

14 DAYS TWIN SHARE per person
entire cottage or apartment to yourselves

Loire Valley

As I said, these are just some of the many possibilities. You
can let your imagination run wild and cobble together
your own itinerary using the weekly HUB packages on the
following pages.

1445 (from)
$1370 (from)

Paris

$

Loire Valley

2080 (from)
$1885 (from)

$

$

14 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE per person
entire villa to yourselves; 4 bedrooms.
14 DAYS GROUP OF 6 SHARE per person
entire villa to yourselves; 4 bedrooms.

21 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE per person
entire villa to yourselves; 3-4 bedrooms.
21 DAYS GROUP OF 6 SHARE per person
entire villa to yourselves; 3- 4 bedrooms.

Dordogne
Provence

Provence

Two weeks in rural France

Paris

$

Three weeks in rural France
Paris

1930 (from)

1270 (from)
$1250 (from)

$

Dordogne

3070 (from)

$

1980 (from)

21 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE per person
entire villa to yourselves; 4 bedrooms.

14 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE per person
entire villa to yourselves; 2 bedrooms.

Provence

$

21 DAYS TWIN SHARE per person
entire cottage or apartment to yourselves

14 DAYS TWIN SHARE per person
entire cottage or apartment to yourselves

Dordogne

2920 (from)

21 DAYS TWIN SHARE per person
entire cottage or apartment to yourselves

14 DAYS GROUP OF 6 SHARE per person
entire villa to yourselves; 3-4 bedrooms.

Provence
Pyrenees
Basque
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Weekly HUB packages (mix and match to create your itinerary)
$

Weekly HUB packages (mix and match to create your itinerary)

990

7 DAYS TWIN SHARE
entire cottage to yourselves; 1 bedroom.

810
$635

LOIRE VALLEY

7 DAYS GROUP OF 6 SHARE
entire villa to yourselves; 4 bedrooms.

LOIRE VALLEY DISCOVERY: LAND OF THE KINGS

Land of the great châteaux, Joan of Arc, Richard the Lionheart and Eleanor of Aquitaine, this region’s rich history and beautiful scenery
will enthrall you as it did the early Kings of France

Highlights of this region reachable from your hub suiting half or full day visits.

Château Villandry, Château Langeais, Château d’Ussé, Azay-le-Rideau, Château de Brézé, The Royal Abbey of Fontevraud, Château de
Saumur, Musée Rabelais, Chinon Château and Wine Caves, Chenonceau Château, Amboise Château and the Clos Luce (Home of Leonardo
Da Vinci in his last years), Cité Royale de Loches, Musée Balzac, Tours - Cathedral, Château de Blois, Château de Chambord, Royal Town
of Richelieu, Candes St Martin, FuturoScope futuristic theme park for kids, Château Cheverney, Château Valençay,
Château du Rivau, Vouvray Wine Tastings, Loire River Cruises and many more!

1140

$

710

7 DAYS DOUBLE SHARE
entire property to yourselves; 2 bedrooms

$

7 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE
entire villa to yourselves; 4 bedrooms.

$

PYRENEES
BASQUE

7 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE
entire property to yourselves; 2 bedrooms

PYRENEES-BASQUE: DOORSTEP TO SPAIN

This strange and beautiful region will its own language, culture and cuisine held a great attraction for Napoleon III and, later, many
Hollywood movie stars. With its magnificent ocean beach, little fishing villages, snowy peaks and closeness to Spain you will enjoy the
best of many worlds combined.

Highlights of this region reachable from your hub suiting half or full day visits.
Hondarribia (only 20 minutes by car; go to Spain for lunch), San Sebastian (great tapas), St Jean de Luz, Bayonnne, Biarritz (Casino), Old
fishing ports, swimming in ocean beach, Basque restaurants, Espelette, Musée de la Mer and even Bilbao for the adventurous!

Full guidebook to these and many more location attractions and day trips provided.

Full guidebook to these and many more location attractions and day trips provided.

DORDOGNE $990 (from)

7 DAYS TWIN SHARE
entire cottage to yourselves; 2 bedrooms.

PROVENCE

635 (from)
$515 (from)

940 (from)

7 DAYS TWIN OR DOUBLE SHARE
entire property to yourselves; 1-2 bedrooms.

635 (from)
$735

$

$

7 DAYS GROUP OF 6 SHARE
entire cottage to yourselves; 3 bedrooms

7 DAYS GROUP OF 6 SHARE LUXURY
entire property to yourselves; 4 bedrooms.

7 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE
entire cottage to yourselves; 3 bedrooms.

EXPLORE THE DORDOGNE: VISIT THE DEEP PAST

Rolling green hills, fairy-tale Châteaux overlooking Beautiful Rivers and Ancient Fortress Towns. Famous for Confit de Canard, Foie
Gras, Cèpes and Truffles.

Highlights of this region reachable from your hub suiting half or full day visits.

Château Milande (Falconry show, museum to Josephine Baker), canoeing on the Dordogne river, Sarlat (Saturday market), Gardens of
Eyrignac, Château de Beynac, La Roque Gageac, Domme, Gardens at Marqueyssac, Château Monbazillac (wine tasting), Bergerac(river
boat), Château de Biron (largest château in the Périgord), Grottes de Lascaux, Gouffre de Padirac, Rocamadour, The Grottes de Font
de Gaume (real prehistoric cave paintings), Les Eyzies, Castelnaud, Wine village of St Emilion, Château Hautefort, Bordeaux, Badefolsd’Ans, Brantome - Abbey, Trémolat Restaurant, Cahors – river and ancient bridge, Golfing, Horse riding and Ballooning.

Full guidebook to these and many more location attractions and day trips provided.
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$

7 DAYS QUADRUPLE SHARE
entire property to yourselves; 2 bedrooms.

YOU COULD SPEND A YEAR IN PROVENCE!
One or even two weeks will only scratch the surface of things to enjoy in this celebrated region.

Highlights of this region reachable from your hub suiting half or full day visits.

Pont du Gard (2000 year old aqueduct), Nîmes(Amphitheatre), Castillon, Châteauneuf du Pape (wine tasting and tours), Arles (Van Gogh
Starry night café), Orange (Roman Theatre), Avignon (Palace of the Popes, Bridge in the Song), Aigues Mortes (Walled city on sea), Sète
(Coastal fishing Village), Bouzigues (Oyster restaurants), Luberon valley, L’Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, Fontaine de Vaucluse, Roussillon, Lacoste,
Bonnieux, Gordes, Uzès, Saint-Quentin-la-Poterie, (Pottery Village),
Gorges of the Ardeche, Aix-en-Provence (Paul Cézanne studio), Marseilles Old Port, Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, Sommières, Tarascon and
Beaucaire (Canal du Midi), Cévennes National Park, Lodève, Montpellier, Cooking Classes, Wine Tours and much, much more!

Full guidebook to these and many more location attractions and day trips provided.
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THE ACCOMMODATIONS: all beautifully appointed and
brilliantly located in the historic centres of their HUB villages.
L’OLIVIER LUXURY VILLA PROVENCE
Suits up to 10 persons
4 King bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, garden...
$3280 per week for up to two guests*.

Le Séjour Cottage DORDOGNE
Suits up to 9 persons
3 Queen bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, Triple
bedroom...
$2180 per week for up to two guests*.

Le Petit Manoir PROVENCE
Suits up to 4 persons
2 Queen bedrooms, 1 bathrooms, terrace...
$1980 per week for up to two guests*.

La Bastide Cottage DORDOGNE
Suits up to 6 persons
3 Queen bedrooms, 2 bathrooms...
$1980 per week for up to two guests*.

La Résidence Apartment
Suits up to 2 persons
1 Queen bedroom
1 bathroom...
$1880 per week for up to two guests*.

La Touraine Cottage LOIRE VALLEY
Suits up to 2 persons
1 Queen bedrooms, 1 bathrooms, courtyard...
$1980 per week for up to two guests*.

La Bourgarde Apartment
Suits up to 2 persons
1 King bedroom
1 bathroom...
$1880 per week for up to two guests*.

La Grange VILLA PROVENCE
Suits up to 4 persons
2 Queen bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, garden...
$2580 per week for up to two guests*.
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Parking is provided in a private garage where ample free parking
is not available just outside the property.

* Extra guests per week: $280 per additional adult; $210 per additional child under 13.
Prices are for high season March - October; $400 per week discount in Winter (Nov - Feb)

La Mirabeau Luxury Villa LOIRE VALLEY
Suits up to 10 persons
4 King bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, garden...
$2680 per week for up to two guests*.

L’Escale Apartment PYRENEES BASQUE
Suits up to 4 persons
2 Queen bedrooms, 1 bathroom...
$2280 per week for up to two guests*.

* Extra guests per week: $280 per additional adult; $210 per additional child under 13.
Prices are for high season March - October; $400 per week discount in Winter (Nov - Feb)
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WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGES?
was my question the first time we went. I asked Nev to check
this out (he’s the practical one) and this is what he discovered.
It all turned out to be true too!
Accommodation in your own apartment, cottage or villa (not sharing with any strangers!)
Of course we had to arrange our own Airfares, Hire Cars and Local Tours etc but our Travel Agent helped us
there and the booklet we were given was really useful.
All accommodations are of a really high quality, clean, comfortable and fully equipped like a real home with
nothing lacking. They even have Australian/NZ power points with USB chargers!
They are all in the historic centres of World Class villages (the HUBS). You can wander out and find cafes,
bars, restaurants, mini supermarkets, shops, boutiques etc within a few steps. All the basics are supplied:
condiments, dishwashing powder, clothes washing liquid, toilet paper etc. Local support is there in case of
any problems. Free use of phone and internet in each property. Cental heating, air conditioning and much else.
Some of the time we were to have a hire car and I wondered about parking. Nev said this was provided either
just outside the property or else in a nearby lock-up private garage. The village where we weren’t having a car
had plenty of bus/train connections.
A beautifully printed individual directions booklet for locating and settling into each property as well as a
local tour guide detailing all those nearby sites we wanted to see with suggestions about day tours. And lots
of other things which really made it a special time for us!

HOW I MADE THE BOOKING
Nev gave me this job. You’re the iPAD wiz he said. It was pretty easy!
Firstly I checked the website to see if the weeks and cottages we wanted were still free.
They were ! This is the webpage...
frenchcottages.com/frenchholidaycottages2019.html
I then just contacted Bryan and David directly and asked them to book us in as soon as possible while the
weeks were still free. They checked and they were still free (whew!) and we proceeded to complete the
online booking form.
Talking of payments, we had a choice of paying a deposit then a series of instalments or paying in full. We
chose to pay in full as then there was no extra accounting fee. We checked the cancellation policy and it all
seemed fine (they give you a full refund on weeks that are rebooked). Details were on this webpage...
frenchcottages.com/tariffs.html
After that we received an email with a link to our own personal page with all the details of our French
Cottages itinerary. Later, about one month before we set off on our holiday, they posted us the printed
booklets with very clear and full instructions that covered everything we neded.
It all went as smooth as silk!
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please read this information carefully as payment of your deposit indicates your agreement to all terms and conditions set out below.

PRICES
Prices are per-person, quoted in Australian dollars based on double or twin
share occupancy in lead-in rooms unless otherwise stated. Prices are subject
to change. Confirm with French Cottages Holidays at time of booking.
BEDDING CONFIGURATION
Prices are based on lead-in twin share accommodation, unless otherwise stated.
Requests for specific bedding types must be made at the time of booking but
are not guaranteed. Double rooms may have either twin, King size, Queen size
or double beds Multiple bedrooms in villas, apartments or similar does not
inferthat these rooms afford total privacy
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
No special provision is made for travellers with physical or mental disabilities.
Some accommodation may involve walking or climbing stairs.
VARIATION AND CANCELLATIONS
French Cottages Holidays, or our agents, reserve the right to cancel or modify
services due to events beyond our control. Full refunds will be provided by us
for any periods and properties cancelled not replaced by other periods and
properties.
PAYMENT TERMS
A deposit of $580 per week booked is payable on booking. This is followed by
either a series of instalments or a balance amount depending on your choice.
See frenchcottagesholidays.com/payments for details of payment
arrangements for your package.
USE OF THE ACCOMMODATIONS
The use of the accommodations and all facilities provided therein by
French Cottages Holidays is entirely at the risk of the person booking this
accommodation (the Client), their family, their guests and visitors.French
Cottages Holidays shall not be liable for any damage or injury to the person
or chattels of the Client, the Client’s family, their guests, invitees, agents or
employees or to any person entering the Properties or the building of which
the Properties are a part or to goods or equipment, or in the structure or
equipment of the structure of which the Properties are a part, and the Client
hereby agrees to indemnify, defend and hold French Cottages Holidays
harmless from any and all claims or assertions of every kind and nature.The
Clients and their friends and families agree that they may not sue French
Cottages Holidays, the owners of the properties, their managers or cleaning
staff for any accident, personal injury or theft of their possessions and the
consequences thereof due to events occurring during their stay. Though all
reasonable attempts have been made to make the properties as safe and
secure as possible, the Clients agree to accept that safety standards in old
French houses are not similar to those they may be used to and agree to hold
French Cottages Holidays and property owners blameless in this regard.
French Cottages Holidays will not be liable to refund part or whole of the
rental fees paid because of incidents beyond French Cottages Holidays’
control such as strikes, highway blockages, weather, earthquakes, terrorism,
transport cancellations or other incidents of a similar nature.The Client agrees
to advise all fellow guests and visitors to the Properties of these conditions.
The Client agrees to exercise all reasonable care and responsibility with regard
to the Properties and all furnishings; equipment, appliances, fittings and other
appurtenances provided therein and shall guarantee that all other persons
staying at or entering the Properties shall do likewise. Should any damage or
loss occur to the property or its contents, as a result of the actions of any
guest or visitor, and judged by French Cottages Holidays to be in excess of
normal wear and tear, then the Client shall immediately make good the cost of
repair or replacement of the lost or damaged item(s). In the case where credit
card details have been provided, the Client agrees that the reasonable costs
of any such loss or damage may be charged to this card by French Cottages
Holidays, provided French Cottages Holidays supply a receipt containing
an explanation of these costs. The Client agrees to inform French Cottages
Holidays, or French Cottages Holidays’ local manager, immediately any such loss
or damage occurs.While French Cottages Holidays will do everything possible
to ensure that the appliances provided in the property are in good working
order, the Clients agree not to hold French Cottages Holidays responsible for
the failure of any such appliance. The Clients agree to inform French Cottages
Holidays promptly of any such failure and French Cottages Holidays will
thereby endeavour to arrange as rapid a repair or replacement as is possible.
However, French Cottages Holidays agree that if these attempts at repair or
replacement are unsuccessful, this does not constitute grounds for complaint
or compensation.

CIVIL RESPONSIBILITY
The Clients agree to not act in a manner that disturbs the local amenity and
peace of the surrounding neighbourhood. The Clients also agree to protect
the security of the Properties they are occupying by ensuring all doors and
windows are secured in their absence, no matter how brief, and all appliances
other than those normally left in standby or operational mode (such as
televisions, modems and alarms) turned off; alarms must be armed when
available; and the entry code is not to be revealed to unauthorised persons
or passers-by either deliberately or through carelessness (such as calling the
code out to their partners in a loud voice). Strangers shall not be invited onto
the Properties without the express permission of French Cottages Holidays.
The Clients agree not post a review on any internet site in an attempt to
blackmail or extort the owners of the houses or of the business French
Cottages Holidays for money or to force a full or partial refund for any reason.
French Cottages Holidays have a zero-tolerance policy regarding rudeness
and vexatious complaint. The Clients (or persons associated with The Clients
such as fellow guests) agree to indemnify the owners of French Cottages
Holidays for all consequential damages, both monetary and psychological,
should such damages occur because of such a posting. Should it be shown that
the Clients have deliberately engaged in a programme of blackmail thereby
causing psychological stress or harm to the French Cottages, the Clients agree
to compensate French Cottages Holidays for said harm according to the full
extent recoverable under the laws of Australia.The Clients will hold the
owners of French Cottages Holidays and the owners of the houses they are
occupying blameless in the event of the change in the amenity of the locations
the houses. This includes social changes such as the influx of undesirables and
physical changes such as building works occurring in the neighbouring area.
The Clients agree that any reviews and other public communications will
not disclose the physical location of the properties or the rates charged
by the owner or manager. Content of any reviews must be truthful and not
misleading.Should the property be deemed by French Cottages Holidays or
its elected representative as unfit for further occupation due to some fault
or occurrence, The Clients agree that they will be entitled, and only entitled,
to a refund of an amount pro-rata to the number of days remaining in the stay
minus cleaning fees and credit card fees. This refund will only be applied on
the signing by both parties of our ‘Deed of Release’ document.Care of the
PropertiesThe Client agrees that the Properties shall be maintained in a clean
and tidy condition.On the day of departure, the house shall be restored to the
same state of cleanliness and good condition as it was on the day of arrival, or
nearly so. The Client may arrange with the manager for extra cleaning services,
beyond the standard preparatory clean provided for in the fee paid, to
achieve this, but the cost of such extra services shall be borne by the Client
and paid directly to the manager before departure. If the Properties are not
left in a reasonably clean and tidy condition, then the Client agrees to pay for
any extra cleaning services needed to return the Properties to this clean and
tidy state.
GUEST NUMBERS
The Client agrees to inform French Cottages Holidays of any extra persons
staying at the Properties not mentioned in any previous written or verbal
agreement. The Client agrees to inform all persons staying in the property of
these Terms and Conditions.The Client agrees to pay the extra charges that may
be applied for these extra persons by French Cottages Holidays.
CANCELLATION OR MODIFICATIONS
If for some reason the Client finds it necessary to cancel a booking, either
completely or in part, the Client must inform French Cottages Holidays
immediately. Booked weeks are not transferable to another time once
confirmed. Shifting booked periods normally requires cancelling the week(s) no
longer required then rebooking new weeks, paying a new first instalment on
these new weeks.The instalment(s) for the original cancelled week(s) will then
be refunded, if and when French Cottages Holidays rebooks them.
TRANSFERS OR DEFERMENTS
It is agreed that it is clearly understood that any change to the arrival and
departure dates of any one of the properties on the itinerary entails a
cancellation of the original booking and the re-booking of the new period
UNLESS the new period booked is in the same cottage and includes the original
range of dates booked. Changes not qualifying as extensions according to the
latter condition are then subject to our normal cancellation policy.
TRAVEL INSURANCE GUARANTEE
The Clients agree to ensure they will be covered by an adequate Travel
Insurance policy for the entire duration of their stay in the properties owned
or managed by French Cottages Holidays.
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